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CONSPECTUS: Histidine kinases (HK) are the sensory proteins of two-component
systems, responsible for a large fraction of bacterial responses to stimuli and
environmental changes. Prototypical HKs are membrane-bound proteins that
phosphorylate cognate response regulator proteins in the cytoplasm upon signal
detection in the membrane or periplasm. HKs stand as potential drug targets but also
constitute fascinating systems for studying proteins at work, specifically regarding the
chemistry and mechanics of signal detection, transduction through the membrane, and
regulation of catalytic outputs.
In this Account, we focus on Bacillus subtilis DesK, a membrane-bound HK part of a
two-component system that maintains appropriate membrane fluidity at low growth
temperatures. Unlike most HKs, DesK has no extracytoplasmic signal-sensing domains;
instead, sensing is carried out by 10 transmembrane helices (coming from two
protomers) arranged in an unknown structure. The fifth transmembrane helix from
each protomer connects, without any of the intermediate domains found in other HKs,
into the dimerization and histidine phosphotransfer (DHp) domain located in the cytoplasm, which is followed by the ATP-
binding domains (ABD). Throughout the years, genetic, biochemical, structural, and computational studies on wild-type, mutant,
and truncated versions of DesK allowed us to dissect several aspects of DesK’s functioning, pushing forward a more general
understanding of its own structure/function relationships as well as those of other HKs. We have shown that the sensing
mechanism is rooted in temperature-dependent membrane properties, most likely a combination of thickness, fluidity, and water
permeability, and we have proposed possible mechanisms by which DesK senses these properties and transduces the signals. X-
ray structures and computational models have revealed structural features of TM and cytoplasmic regions in DesK’s kinase- and
phosphatase-competent states. Biochemical and genetic experiments and molecular simulations further showed that reversible
formation of a two-helix coiled coil in the fifth TM segment and the N-terminus of the cytoplasmic domain is essential for the
sensing and signal transduction mechanisms.
Together with other structural and functional works, the emerging picture suggests that diverse HKs possess distinct sensing and
transduction mechanisms but share as rather general features (i) a symmetric phosphatase state and an asymmetric kinase state
and (ii) similar functional outputs on the conserved DHp and ABD domains, achieved through different mechanisms that
depend on the nature of the initial signal. We here advance (iii) an important role for TM prolines in transducing the initial
signals to the cytoplasmic coiled coils, based on simulations of DesK’s TM helices and our previous work on a related HK, PhoQ.
Lastly, evidence for DesK, PhoQ, BvgS, and DctB HKs shows that (iv) overall catalytic output is tuned by a delicate balance
between hydration potentials, coiled coil stability, and exposure of hydrophobic surface patches at their cytoplasmic coiled coils
and at the N-terminal and C-terminal sides of their TM helices. This balance is so delicate that small perturbations, either
physiological signals or induced by mutations, lead to large remodeling of the underlying conformational landscape achieving
clear-cut changes in catalytic output, mirroring the required response speed of these systems for proper biological function.

■ INTRODUCTION

Organisms constantly sense and respond to extracellular signals
in order to adapt to environmental changes and survive. For
this, bacteria employ a large number of two-component systems
(TCS), which consist of pairs of sensor and response regulator
proteins specific to different stimuli.1−3 The sensor protein of a

typical TCS is a histidine kinase (HK), most often membrane-
bound, that autophosphorylates upon stimulation and then
transfers its phosphate group to its cognate response regulator.
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The phosphorylated response regulator, a soluble protein, then
alters the transcription of target genes whose activities
counteract the source of the signal. Once the stimulus has
vanished, the sensor protein switches back to its resting state to
shut down the response (Figure 1A), often through the
phosphatase activity of the HK itself.4

HKs of bacterial TCSs play roles in virulence and
antimicrobial resistance responses, standing as potential drug
targets given that they are absent from genomes of the animal
kingdom, where phosphorylation signals are dominated by
serine, threonine, and tyrosine kinases.3,5−8 On top of this
potential clinical relevance, TCSs are interesting systems for
structural studies on signal transduction, specifically regarding
how different sensor proteins transduce different signals into
the same intracellular outputs, that is, activation of a kinase or
phosphatase activity, within a regulatory circuit more complex
than originally thought.9

The HKs of TCSs that respond to different stimuli share
modular architectures with conserved “effector” domains with
autokinase, phosphotransferase, and phosphatase activities
toward specific cognate response regulators and variable
“sensor” domains for specific signal sensing (Figure 1B).3

Most HKs are membrane-bound homodimers with extracellular
or transmembrane sensor domains poised to receive signals
from the exterior and with effector and catalytic domains
located in the cytoplasm,10 where the soluble response
regulator resides (Figure 1A,B). The sensor domain of HKs
is N-terminal while the cytoplasmic effector domain is C-
terminal and includes a central dimerization and histidine
phosphotransfer (DHp) domain and the ATP-binding domains
(ABDs). HK dimers are stabilized through strong interactions
of two pairs of helices comprising a four-helix bundle (4-HB)
that constitutes the DHp domain where the phosphorylatable
histidine resides.11,12 Of the two helices that each protomer
contributes to the DHp, the N-terminal one is linked to the
sensor domain through a long α-helix that corresponds to the
“signaling helix” widely recurrent in proteins with sensor and
effector domains as a 2-helix coiled coil (2-HCC),13 often
including also a small HAMP, PAS, or GAF linker domain
(Figure 1B,C). Finally, membrane insertion is provided by one
or more helices of a transmembrane (TM) domain, which
connects the sensor domain to the signaling helix and HAMP/
PAS/GAF domains.
Despite active research, it is not clear how the domains of

histidine kinases act together to receive different signals from
the environment and produce similar catalytic outputs. In
particular, the complex architecture of histidine kinases has so
far hampered the determination of structures for full trans-

membrane systems. Most research in the field has therefore
advanced through biochemical functional studies on different
mutants and chimeric constructs, which are interpreted in the
light of partial X-ray structures and computational models and
simulations of various kinds.14 We focus in this Account on a
membrane-bound histidine kinase called DesK, which acts as a
temperature sensor in bacteria and has provided an excellent
model system for structural and functional investigations on
HKs through in vivo, in vitro, and in silico approaches. Whereas
these studies aimed at elucidating the function of DesK itself,
some of our findings help understand generalities of signal
transduction by other HKs; likewise, we integrate knowledge
on other HKs toward understanding DesK.

■ DesK-MEDIATED TEMPERATURE SENSING IN
BACTERIA

Environmental temperature is a critical variable for micro-
organisms because it equilibrates quickly with their small
volumes, modulating steeply the reaction rates and equilibria
that underlie cellular biochemistry. In particular, the
cytoplasmic membrane is strongly influenced by temperature
because the phospholipid acyl chains undergo phase transitions
in the range of temperatures that prevail in Earth’s biosphere.15

These phase transitions lead to steep dependencies of several
membrane properties on temperature in the range from 0 to 40
°C and even in the narrower range from 25 to 37 °C, as we
recently reviewed.16

DesK was discovered around 15 years ago by the de
Mendoza group as the sensor protein of a TCS that maintains
appropriate membrane fluidity at low growth temperatures in
Bacillus subtilis.17 DesK is encoded by the first gene of a small
operon coding also for its cognate response regulator, DesR,
and its only target is the des gene, which codes for a Δ5-acyl
lipid desaturase.18,19 Transcription from the Pdes promoter is
triggered in B. subtillis when the temperature drops below ∼30
°C, inducing desaturase expression. Desaturase activity then
introduces cis-double bonds into acyl chains that are attached to
existing phospholipids, helping to restore appropriate mem-
brane fluidity in the new environment.17

This Account summarizes our current understanding and
hypotheses about DesK functioning. We analyze the structural
features of DesKC in the two main functional states of the
effector domain, discuss current proposals on how the primary
cold signal is sensed by the TM region and transmitted to the
effector domain through the TM and 2-HCC regions, and
advance possible roles for unexplored conserved prolines of the
TM domain.

Figure 1. (A) A canonical two-component system featuring a membrane-bound histidine kinase and a soluble cognate response regulator. (B)
General architecture of histidine kinases. (C) Architecture of Bacillus subtilis DesK, with no extracytoplasmic domains and simply a helical linker
connecting the TM cold-sensing domain with the cytoplasmic domain (DesKC). (D) Architecture of MS-DesK, a functional minimal version of
DesK. Nt = N-terminus and Ct = C-terminus.
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■ GENERAL ARCHITECTURE OF DesK AND X-RAY
STRUCTURES OF ITS CYTOSOLIC EFFECTOR
DOMAIN IN DIFFERENT FUNCTIONAL STATES

DesK is a transmembrane HK lacking extracellular domains. Its
TM region is composed of 10 TM helices, 5 coming from each
protomer (TM1−5), arranged in an unknown fashion. TM5
connects directly into a signaling helix that ends up in the DHp
domain (a 4-HB), without any HAMP, PAS, or GAF domains
in-between (Figure 1C). Systematic deletion of DesK’s TM
segments showed that the TM topology can be simplified,
retaining functionality. More precisely, a truncated minimal
sensor version in which the first half of the first TM helix is
fused to the second half of the fifth TM helix, dubbed MS-
DesK, is fully functional both in vitro and in vivo20 (Figure 1D).
Full-length DesK and MS-DesK have been the subject of
several structural and functional studies by our groups,
shedding light on the mechanism underlying temperature
sensing and putting forward some general ideas about HK
functioning.
The first structural study on DesK reported nearly complete

X-ray structures for its cytoplasmic portion (DesKC) in
different functional states, including phosphatase- and kinase-
competent states.21 These structures highlighted a conforma-
tional change at the DHp 4-HB and the 2-HCC N-terminal to
the DHp, central to the mechanism of activation in the kinase-
competent form (Figures 1C,D and 2). Accommodation index
analysis22 of these structures reveals distortions of the 2-HCC
that are relaxed over different lengths and through different
asymmetries in each state (AI = −0.5 for the phosphatase state
with maximum asymmetry at Arg180, while AI = +1 for the
kinase state with peak asymmetry at Thr190, Figure S1), of
potential functional significance.
Close comparison of DesKC structures hints at rotation and

tilting of the two helices that enter the DHp from its N-
terminal side (each helix coming from one protomer) as a route
for signal transduction into DesKC (Figure 2). More precisely,

each helix appears rotated by ∼90° around its long axis on its
N-terminal end where the construct begins, a few residues after
TM5. These rotations are such that the helices establish
hydrophobic contacts in the phosphatase-competent state but
not in the kinase-competent state, where some hydrophobic
residues of the 2-HCC and the DHp 4-HB become exposed,
that is, a destabilized conformation for the signaling helices
(Figure 2).

■ TEMPERATURE SENSING RELIES ON MEMBRANE
STATUS AS A PROXY

The genetic and biochemical studies16,23 that led to the
discovery of the Des pathway in B. subtilis suggested that DesK
could assume different signaling states under varying growth
temperatures.17 Later, in vivo and in vitro studies on full-length
DesK and truncated constructs of the TM domain suggested
that DesK detects membrane thickness as a cue for cold
sensing.20,24 By increasing truncation of DesK’s TM helices,20

de Mendoza’s group observed that TM1 and TM5 are both
required for temperature-dependent regulation of the kinase
output. They next observed that DesK constructs containing
either TM1 or TM5 alone could not respond to the cold signal,
whereas the chimeric TM1/5 construct MS-DesK responded to
the cold signal similarly to full-length DesK.20 Using this
minimal construct, they further tested the effect of amino acid
substitutions and insertions in the transmembrane portion of its
helix, concluding that hydration, packing, and hydrophobic
match to the membrane in MS-DesK’s single TM helix tune
functional output. In particular, the observation that altering the
length of the hydrophobic segment of the TM1/5 chimeric
helix alters functional output suggested that it acts as a ruler of
membrane thickness.20,24 Further experiments on MS-DesK
with the wild-type sequence reconstituted in liposomes of
different membrane thicknesses showed a more rapid and
overall higher kinase output in liposomes made of lipids with
longer acyl chains.20 Moreover, in vitro and in vivo experiments

Figure 2. DesK’s DHp domain and 2-HCC linker in the phosphatase-like state (A, C; PDB 3EHJ) or opened apart in a kinase-like state (B, D; PDB
3GIE). The backbone trace spans from the first observed residue (154−158 depending on PDB entry and chain) until Tyr210. Side chains of 2-
HCC residues (until Arg185) are shown as sticks (red = oxygen, blue = nitrogen, gray = carbon). Some hydrophobic residues that become exposed
and charged residues that become buried in the kinase state are labeled in panel B. Panels E and F compare chains A and B from both structures to
highlight the 90° rotations of the helices as exemplified through Glu166 and Arg170. Interactive 3D views are available at https://lucianoabriata.
altervista.org/papersdata/accounts2017.html.
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with full-length DesK also showed that lipids with longer acyl
chains promote activation of the kinase activity of the
sensor.24,25 These results indicated that MS-DesK and DesK
respond to membrane thickness by modulating its catalytic
output. We note this does not imply that thickness itself is the
true signal in vivo, as the increment in thickness of B. subtilis
membrane phospholipids is ∼1−1.1 Å when going down from
37 to 25 °C,26 i.e. smaller than the difference in thickness of the
proteoliposomes where the activity of MS-DesK20 and DesK25

was stimulated in vitro. It is important to note that membrane
properties other than thickness are affected by temperature and
acyl chain lengths, including permeability to water and fluidity/
rigidity, especially when fluid-to-gel phase transitions are caught
in the relevant temperature range, hampering a clear assessment
of which properties are actually sensed by the protein.15,27−29

In any case, it is clear that DesK senses membrane status as a
proxy for cold, through an unknown mechanism that further
experiments and modeling studies attempted to unveil but that
is presumably rooted in the internal mechanics of the TM
bundle.

■ MECHANICS OF TRANSMEMBRANE HELICES AND
THE SENSING MECHANISM

Subsequent work on MS-DesK proposed that a linker region
connecting the TM helices’ C-terminal ends to the helices that
form the 2-HCC in the phosphatase-competent state of DesKC
(and then enter the DHp) undergoes functional helix−random
coil transitions upon temperature changes, providing the initial
signal.30 This hypothesis is interesting but is based on helix−
random coil transitions experimentally observed for a small
model peptide in solution, which might not reflect its true
behavior in the context of an entire protein like MS-DesK or
DesK. Moreover, it does not fit with any of the models
proposed to date for HK functioning, which require motions of
stiff elements to effectively transmit rotations, tilting or piston-
like shifts of the helices into the DHp.13,31,32

Further work proposed that MS-DesK’s TM helices rotate
along their long axes to satisfy differential exposure of Ser143,
Ser150, and Ser153 from a putative serine zipper located at the
internal polar region of the membrane, generating the torque
required to activate the DHp.33 Although this mechanism fits
better with the requirement of motions of rigid structural
elements, it requires that the serines and other polar residues of
MS-DesK’s TM region be exposed to the hydrophobic
membrane portion in the high-temperature phosphatase state,
which is unlikely given the clear rules that govern the
embedding of proteins in membranes.34 We therefore do not
favor the serine-zipper model for MS-DesK; however, we
cannot rule it out for full-length DesK where the multiple
helices could accommodate differential hydrogen bonding
across TM helices in each state.
The situation of polar residues being exposed to the

hydrophobic membrane region in the MS-DesK models from
the latter study might be the consequence of using coarse-
grained simulations, which can only account for rigid-body
motions of different molecules with a limited description of
conformational changes. In our latest work, we built atomistic
(as opposed to coarse-grained) models of MS-DesK by
extending structures of DesKC in the phosphatase- and
kinase-competent states, to include the full chimeric TM1/5
helix.35 For this we capitalized on the computational
predictions that, after exiting the membrane, these helices
continue all the way into the DHp and make a continuous 2-

HCC with buried hydrophobic residues along all its
cytoplasmic extension at least in the phosphatase state (Figure
3). Moreover, in the phosphatase-competent form the 2-HCC
can be continued through the membrane toward the N-
terminus with reversed polarity, that is with polar residues
buried and hydrophobic residues exposed as expected for
membrane-embedded proteins (Figure 3A). Due to the
differences in the 2-HCC region of DesKC in the phosphatase
and kinase states, satisfying the requirement of polar residues
being buried and hydrogen-bonded across protomers in the
TM region requires different orientations and conformations of
the TM helices in each state (Figure 3B,C). They are tilted
relative to each other continuing the coiled coil that comes
from the cytoplasm in the phosphatase state, but they are nearly
parallel and stretched in the kinase-competent state (Figure
3B). This different arrangement is accompanied by differential
kinks of Pro148, close to the cytoplasmic exit of the TM
helices. Furthermore, atomistic molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations of these MS-DesK models in explicit solvent and
membranes of different thickness revealed that the phosphatase
state relaxes maintaining a symmetric structure and a stable 2-
HCC similar to that of the starting model all the way through
the membrane and the cytoplasm into the DHp, with
distortions introduced locally at the two prolines of each
helix (Pro16 and 148 in DesK numbering), whereas the kinase
model drifts away from its starting conformation adopting
strongly asymmetric conformations (Figure 3C).35 Although
we could not sample actual conversions between both states in
our simulations, our observations led us to hypothesize that
stretching of TM5 forces uncoiling of the 2-HCC in the TM
region, building a torque that is then transmitted to DesKC’s
helices. Helix stretching to render the TM helices more parallel
in the kinase form could be induced by changes in membrane
thickness, stiffness, and hydration potentials.

■ SIGNALING INTO THE EFFECTOR DOMAIN IS
CONTROLLED BY A TWO-HELIX COILED COIL

As described in the introduction to DesK’s architecture, X-ray
structures of DesKC suggest that the initial signal, originating at
the membrane, should lead to opening and rotation of the
helices along their long axes in the cytoplasm (Figure 2). As
mentioned in the previous section, modeling of MS-DesK (and
of TM5-DesKC35) suggests that DesK’s TM5s run all the way
into the DHp, making a continuous 2-HCC with buried
hydrophobic residues along all its cytoplasmic extension in the
phosphatase state (Figure 3). In the kinase-competent form,
however, coiled coil packing in the cytoplasm side is not
possible because the 90° rotation of both helices brings
together the charged bulky side chains that point outward in
the phosphatase state (Figures 2B,D,F and 3A). Therefore, the
coiled coil is expected to be stable in the phosphatase-
competent state but disrupted in the kinase-competent state,
hinting at an essential functional feature that we and others
have further explored. In fact, a role for 2-HCC stability in
signal transmission in HK-like proteins was experimentally
anticipated by Tao et al. for the yeast Sln1, the kinase of one of
the few eukaryotic TCSs.36

We directly tested the role of 2-HCC stability on DesK’s
functioning by studying mutants aimed at stabilizing and
destabilizing it.35 In the destabilized mutant, hydrophobic
residues of the cytosolic portion of the 2-HCC were replaced
by hydrophilic residues (Ala167Arg, Ile171Gly, Leu174Gly); in
the stabilized mutant, polar residues close to the exit of TM5
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from the membrane were replaced by hydrophobic residues
(Ser150Ile, Ser153Leu, Arg157Ile). Atomistic models of the
wild-type and stabilizing/destabilizing mutants built by
extending the structure of DesKC in the phosphatase state to
include full TM5 and relaxed through atomistic simulations
supported our design of the mutations.35 The destabilized
mutant underwent rapid hydration of the 2-HCC around
Arg167−Gly174 and Ala144−Arg157, the latter including
Pro148 and comprising the last portion of TM5 before it
exits the membrane. Both segments 167−174 and 144−157
remain compact in the stabilized mutant, and only 144−157 is
hydrated in wild-type TM5. Experimental activity measure-
ments clearly proved that the stabilized 2-HCC is associated
with the phosphatase-competent conformation whereas
loosened coiled coil packing favors the kinase-competent
state.35

We thus concluded that switching of DesKC’s catalytic
output is determined by stabilization/destabilization of the 2-
HCC, very likely through rotations along their long axes and
through separations upon kinase activation. As described above,
rotation of the helices upon moving from the phosphatase to
the kinase form brings big charged amino acids inside the 2-
HCC, consistent with helix separation and therefore destabi-
lization en route to activating the kinase output. Moreover,
Lesne et al.37 showed that stabilization/destabilization of an
analogous 2-HCC in the BgvS HK regulates its kinase/
phosphatase output. Also in this system, mutations expected to
compact the 2-HCC promote the phosphatase state, and
mutations expected to loosen it promote the kinase state.37

That work also showed that the phosphatase state is overall
more stable while the kinase state is more dynamic,37 in line
with stronger distortions observed in our MD studies for the
kinase state of MS-DesK (Figure 3C, right).

■ LINKING SIGNAL SENSING TO SIGNAL
TRANSDUCTION: A ROLE FOR PROLINES?

It is clear that the main input into DesKC is a 90° rotation and
separation of the signaling helices that make up the 2-HCC and
connect into the DHp, driving destabilization of the 2-HCC.
But what drives helical rotations upon sensing? While
addressing this requires understanding the sensing mechanism
itself, the key to the coupled sensing and transduction problem
must lie in the mechanics of the TM helices. Toward a
preliminary exploration of TM mechanics, we performed for
this Account unbiased atomistic MD simulations of each of
DesK’s TM helices (TM5 actually extended into the 2-HCC)
in membranes of two extreme fluidities but similar thickness
(DOPC and DSPC, fluid and gel at 303 K, respectively). These
results on single TM helices do not necessarily hold for DesK
or even MS-DesK, but probe mechanical effects that often help
understand this kind of system.35,38−40

From a single MD run on each system, the clearest
observations are that (i) TM2, 3, and 4 adopt similar tilting
angles in both membranes, while helices 1 and 5 can in
principle adopt different angles (Figure S2) and (ii) fluctuations
are reduced in the DSPC membrane for all TM helices. The
latter observation indicates that membrane fluidity readily
influences helix mobility, supporting our idea that changes in
membrane properties other than thickness could generate the
initial signal. The former observation in turn suggests that TM1
and TM5 could be the key sensor elements, in line with MS-
DesK being functional.20 The simulations further show kinking
of the TM helices at proline residues, interestingly Pro16 and

Figure 3. (A) X-ray structures of DesKC in phosphatase- and kinase-
competent states. (B) Models of MS-DesK built by extending 2-HCC
helices into TM5 based on bioinformatic predictions and considering
that polar residues must be paired across monomers in the
hydrophobic membrane portion (see ref 35). In panels A and B,
residues are colored by polarity (red = negative, blue = positive, green
= polar uncharged, gray = hydrophobic). Panel C shows how these
two models relax after >100 ns of simulation at 303 K in DOPC (1,2-
di(9Z-octadecenoyl)-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine) and DEPC (1,2-
dierucoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine) membranes, the latter being
thicker and stiffer (tan spheres are P atoms from lipid phosphate
groups).
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Pro148, which locate internally (more than 2 helical turns away
from the closest helix terminus). These two prolines are
interesting because they are quite conserved (Figure S6) and
correspond to the two only prolines in MS-DesK. Proline itself
has interesting structural properties, introducing kinks and
flexible hinges in helices, with potential for cis−trans isomer-
ization, and this amino acid is abundant in fibrous proteins of
large recoiling capacity.41,42

In five replicas of simulations of TM1 and TM5 in DOPC
and DSPC membranes, we observe some differences across
helices and membrane types (Figures 4, S4, and S5). The C-

terminal half of TM1 tilts at ∼20° from the membrane normal
oscillating by ±20° in the 5 DOPC replicas but instead gets
restricted to different angles with smaller oscillations in each
DSPC replica (Figure S4). Likewise, the N-terminal half of
TM1 spans angles of 45−75° in DOPC with good overlap
among replicas but is more restricted in DSPC, even getting
close to 90° in two replicas. The differential tilting of each half
of TM1 reflects a flexible hinge around Pro16, where the two
helices swing, spanning angles of ∼80° (nearly perpendicular)
to ∼160° (nearly parallel, Figure S5).
Over 5 replicas for TM5 there are less clear differences

between DOPC and DSPC, other than a rather constant
relative tilting of the two helices such that the interhelical angle
is rather constant along the trajectories and similar in the two
membranes (135−145°, Figure S5). A clear difference thus
arises between TM1 and TM5: in TM1, Pro16 acts as a hinge,

likely facilitated by the conserved Gly13, located one helix turn
upstream (Figure S6), such that the C-terminal half remains
rather parallel to the membrane normal while the N-terminal
half swings. In contrast, Pro148 in TM5 seems to create a rigid
kink where both helix halves move together, exchanging
between poses where one is parallel to the membrane and
the other tilted.
These exploratory simulations and analysis, although not

conclusive, clearly point at prolines as the subject of future
research in DesK and possibly also other HKs. The dynamic
hinge at Gly13−Pro16 was reported as thickness-sensitive in
our computational study on MS-DesK, forcing hydrogen-
bonding of the polar residues N-terminal to Pro16 (Gln9,
Asn12, Tyr17) in thick membranes and their exposure to
external solvent in thinner membranes.35 Modulation of
hydrogen bonds and hydration across TM helices was also
reported for the TM domain of the PhoQ HK and proved
functional.39,43 Regarding the rigid Pro148 kink in TM5, while
the details are certainly complex and yet not clear, we propose
it acts as a fulcrum around which TM5 can pivot, producing
scissoring motions that are translated, presumably as rotations,
to subsequent domains (schematized for DesK in Figure 5).44

This is similar to the role proposed for PhoQ’s Pro208, which
lies in a position similar to DesK’s Pro148, that is, close to the
phospholipid head groups of the inner membrane leaflet.39,43,44

■ CONCLUSION
Based on the information available for DesK and other HKs, we
propose that DesK’s internal mechanics trade off with
mechanical inputs from the membrane. The protein tends to
relax into a phosphatase state with a compact 2-HCC but

Figure 4. Orientation of DesK’s TM1 and 5 continued into the
cytoplasm after 300 ns of atomistic simulation at 303 K in DOPC and
DSPC membranes (1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine and 1,2-
distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine, respectively). Figures re-
trieved from replica 1; see SI for data from 5 replicas and additional
information. Prolines are shown in magenta; other colors as in Figure
3A.

Figure 5. Scheme of how the Pro148-induced kink (black arrows)
could guide rearrangements of helices 1 and 5 to drive the scissoring
motion that shifts between compact and loosened cytoplasmic 2-HCC
in DesK. In PhoQ, Pro208 generates a kink at a similar location in the
membrane.39 The closest structural representation of these states is
given by the models of MS-DesK in Figure 3C. TM helices 2−4 are
omitted in the model of the kinase state for simplicity.
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populates a less stable kinase state when forced by mechanical
stress induced by the membrane. A similar idea has been
proposed for the BvgS HK, whose phosphatase state would be
the most stable form while the kinase state would be achieved
by destabilization through activation of rotational dynamics.37

From the protein side, the initial cold signal at the TM
domain must force rotation and separation of the 2-HCC
helices. As discussed here, this is coupled to (i) a balance
between helix hydration and helix−helix pairing in the TM
domain (in the first half of TM1, second half of TM5 around
Pro148 and the serine zipper, and in the 2-HCC), (ii)
exposure/burial of hydrophobic residues from the DHp and 2-
HCC (Figure 2), and, as we now introduce, (iii) possibly also
to dynamics around conserved proline residues of the TM
region. From the membrane side, the mechanical stress that
acts on the TM domain upon temperature drop most likely
combine changes in membrane thickness, fluidity, and water
permeability.
As evidenced by the effects of several mutations in DesK,

BvgS,37 DctB,45 and other HKs, the overall balance between
protein and membrane mechanics is very delicate, such that
small perturbations, either physiological signals or mutation-
induced, lead to large shifts in the conformational equilibrium
and thus clear-cut changes in catalytic output as required for
fast adaptation to changing environments.
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